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Touching the Third Rail: An Analysis of
Social Security and the Recently Revealed
U.S.-Mexico Social Security Totalization
Agreement
Jared S. Childers*
We can never insure one hundred percent of the population against
one hundred percent of the hazards and vicissitudes of life, but we
have tried to frame a law which will give some measure of protection
to the average citizen and to his family against the loss of a job and
against poverty-ridden old age.I
I.

Background

The Social Security Act enabled states to more adequately provide
for "aged persons, blind persons, dependent and crippled children,
maternal and child welfare, public health, and the administration of their
unemployment compensation laws; to establish a Social Security Board;
to raise revenue; and for other purposes." 2 The preceding statements
illustrate some long-standing goals of Social Security, but much has
changed since 1935, when Social Security first came into existence.
With the globalization of the world's economy, workers have been
sent to different countries to fulfill the requirements of their positions .
* © Copyright 2007, Jared S. Childers. J.D. Candidate, The Dickinson School of
Law of the Pennsylvania State University, expected May 2008; Bachelor of Arts,
Brigham Young University, 2003. I would like to thank Professor Katherine C. Pearson
for her insight and my wife, Denee, and daughters, Jennie, Meghan, and Molly, for their
continued support and encouragement.
1. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, President of the United States, Statement upon
signing
the
Social
Security
Act
(Aug.
14,
1935),
available at
http://www.ssa.gov/history/fdrstmts.html#signing.
2. The Social Security Act, Aug. 14, 1935, H.R. 7260 (preamble); see also ROBERT
J. SAMUELSON, Great Depression, in THE LIBRARY OF ECONOMICS AND LIBERTY: THE
CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ECONOMICS (2006), available at http://www.econlib.org/
LIBRARYiEnc/GreatDepression.html.
3. See generally Michel Camdessus, Managing Director, International Monetary
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The ebb and flow of workers in the globalized economy has created a
unique problem for companies and workers who are required to pay
Social Security taxes in both their host country, as well as their country
of citizenship: double taxation.4 Double taxation of employers and
employees hinders commerce and hurts the pockets of such transnational
employers and employees. 5 To help alleviate the problem of double
taxation of transnational employees, the United States has entered into
agreements with other countries to credit any taxes paid into the foreign
country's benefit system towards the credits needed by the employee in
their country
of origin to qualify for Social Security benefits or its
6
equivalent.
The crediting of tax paid to a foreign country to help the
transnational employee qualify for benefits at home is called
"totalization." 7 Totalization also occurs when the credits earned in the
home social security system are applied to qualify for the foreign
country's social security benefits after the worker has returned home.8
The United States' totalization agreements currently in force have
resulted in substantial savings for transnational companies and their
employees by eliminating double taxation of wages paid. 9 Many groups,
however, question whether a totalization agreement with Mexico will be
mutually beneficial or just beneficial to the interests of Mexico,10Mexican
companies, and Mexican workers working in the United States.
The United States and Mexico signed a totalization agreement on
June 29, 2004, but the agreement has yet to take effect."l Speculation
abounds that this agreement will bankrupt the U.S. Social Security
system, leave seniors without Social Security benefits, and entice illegal
immigrants from Mexico with promises of credits for taxes paid or
Fund, The Impact of Globalization on Workers and Their Trade Unions (Jun. 26, 1996),
available at http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/mds/1996/mds9613.htm (discussing
advantages and disadvantages of globalization).
4. See Barry L. Powell, International Social Security Agreements Increase, Income
for Overseas Employers, 170 J. ACCT. 111 (1990).
5. See id. at 112. Stating that without an agreement employees' tax in some
countries could be as high as 65% to 70% of the employee's income.
6. See id at 113.
7. See id.at 115.
8. Soc. Sec. Admin., US. International Social Security Agreements,
http://www.ssa.gov/intemationallagreements_overview.html (last visited June 1, 2007)
[hereinafter InternationalAgreements].
9. Powell, supranote 4, at 114.
10. See Marti Dinerstein, Social Security 'Totalization' Examining a Lopsided
Agreement with Mexico, CTR. FOR IMMIGR. STUDIES (Sept. 2004), available at
http://www.cis.org/articles/2004/back904.pdf.
11. Soc. Sec. Admin., United States and Mexico Sign Social Security Agreement,
http://www.ssa.gov/pressoffice/pr/USandMexico-pr.htm (last visited June 1, 2007)
[hereinafter U.S. and Mexico Sign Agreement].
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Social Security benefits here in the United States.12 While totalization
with Mexico may be the right ethical choice for the United States, the
question remains whether such an agreement would be fiscally
responsible as well.
First, this paper will provide an overview of Social Security in the
United States including its future solvency and reform proposals. Next,
totalization agreements will be analyzed with special consideration for
U.S. agreements with Canada, Chile, and Japan. 13 Then, it will explore
the agreement the United States has signed with Mexico addressing the
advantages and disadvantages of a totalization agreement with Mexico.
Finally, this paper will conclude that, despite the disadvantages, a
totalization agreement with Mexico may be mutually beneficial to both
countries and their workers. Further, a well-drafted agreement should
allow legal, Mexican migrants and immigrants to earn credits towards
benefits while still applying safeguards to protect against potential
abuses, which could easily occur if not adequately addressed.
II.

What Is Social Security? A Brief Overview

Social Security is a government program whose intricacies most
people know very little about. 14 The federal government has amended5
the original Social Security Act hundreds of times since its enactment.'
The Social Security Act of 1935 established a pension plan for older
persons and financed6 those pension benefits through an employeremployee payroll tax.'
Since 1935, the program has grown to include: "survivors' and
dependents' benefits; ... disability, hospital, and medical insurance;
expanded coverage to new groups of workers; lower minimum age for
retirement benefits; increased payroll taxes; increased benefits; and
automatic adjustment of benefits to reflect inflation.' 7 Currently, Social

12. Lou Dobbs Tonight (CNN television broadcast Feb. 14, 2005) (transcript
available at http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0502/14/ldt.01 .html).
13. These three countries' totalization agreements are important for the issue of the
U.S.-Mexico agreement because these countries have totalization agreements with the
United States and there situations closely approximate Mexico's. Canada is chosen for
further analysis because of its geographical proximity to the United States, Chile because
its social security system most closely resembles Mexico's and Japan because it is the
latest totalization agreement that the United States has entered into.
14. David C. John, How Today's Social Security Works, HERITAGE FOUN., Mar. 2,
2005, http://www.heritage.org/Research/SocialSecurity/bg1827.cfm.
15. See generally Geoffrey Kollmann & Carmen Solomon-Fears, Major Decisions in
the House and Senate on Social Security: 1935-2000, (2001), available at
http://www.ssa.gov/history/reports/crsleghist3.html.
16. Id.
17. Id.
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Security's primary programs are retirement, 1 8 survivor,' 9 and disability
benefits.2 °
Eligibility for Social Security benefits requires a worker to earn
forty quarters of credit to become fully "entitled" in the program. 21 In
2007, one Social Security work credit was given when a worker earned
$1000 in qualified earnings; four work credits may be earned once the
worker earns a total of $4,000 in a calendar year. A worker can only
obtain up to four credits in one calendar year. The worker's average
earnings from his or her years of employment are then used to determine
the amount of the benefit he or she receives upon retirement.24
Eligibility, however,
does not require that the forty credits be earned
25
consecutively.
To fund Social Security, payroll taxes are collected from both
employees and employers.26 These taxes are referred to as the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act ("FICA") taxes. 27 FICA taxes consist of
both Social Security and Medicare taxes.2 8
In 2006, employers and workers together paid a total of 15.3% of an
employee's income toward payroll taxes or FICA taxes. 29 The Social
Security portion of the FICA tax is paid on the first $94,200 of the
employee's income. 30 After this taxable maximum is reached, the Social
Security tax of 12.4%, of which the employer pays one-half or 6.2%, is
eliminated.31
Citizenship is currently not an eligibility requirement for Social
Security benefits.32 However, the worker's country of citizenship will
determine what benefits will be paid if they return to their home nation
because the Social Security Administration ("SSA") restricts payments
18. John, supra note 14.
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. Soc. Sec. Admin., Social Security Credits, (2006), http://www.ssa.gov/retire2/
creditsa.htm (last visited June 1, 2007).
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Id.
26. Kollmann & Solomon-Fears, supra note 15.
27. John, supra note 14.
28. Id.
29. Soc. Sec. Admin., Contributions and Benefit Base, http://www.ssa.gov/OACT/
COLA/cbb.html (last visited June 1, 2007).
30. Id.
31. Id. There is no taxable earnings limit on the Medicare tax portion of the FICA
tax, which is 2.9% of the employee's income. The remaining tax for the Medicare
portion is 1.45% for both the employee and employer or 2.9% for the self-employed.
32. See Soc. Sec. Admin., Your Payments While You Are Outside the U.S., 6-13
(2006), available at http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/101 37.pdf [hereinafter Payments].
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of benefits to certain countries. 3 3 For example, an Italian citizen comes
to the United States and legally works for ten years, earning the required
forty credits to qualify for Social Security benefits. When the worker
returns to Italy he or she is entitled to receive full benefits from the U.S.
Social Security program.34 Moreover, that worker's family would
qualify for spouse and survivor benefits.35
A.

Problems with Social Security

Controversy has surrounded the Social Security Act since its
inception in 1935.36 Citizens and policymakers have disagreed about
how the program should be implemented and what benefits should be
received. 37 Historically, opponents of the payroll tax have argued that
industry will be overburdened, the purchasing power of workers will be
limited, and private pension plans will not be fully funded.3 8 Proponents
of the Social Security tax have argued that, by requiring workers to
39 the system would be
contribute and receive retirement benefits,
40
equally.
workers
applicable to all covered
The current Social Security issue at the forefront of public
discussion is a question of its continued solvency. 4 1 The Social Security
payroll tax has been increased more than twenty times since 1935.42 In
1935, the Social Security payroll tax was 2%; currently, it is 12.4%. 43
Despite this escalation, the threat to Social Security's continued solvency
has not been resolved as the payroll tax percentage will have to be
further increased to meet the needs of this century."

Younger workers

are concerned about what, if any, benefits will be available to them at

33. See id. (providing a full listing of restrictions and additional requirements for
receiving benefits outside of the United States).
34. Id.
35. Agreement on the Matter of Social Security, U.S.-Italy, pt. I-II, May 23, 1973,
29 U.S.T. 4263.
36. Kollmann & Solomon-Fears, supra note 15.
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. Id.
41. E.g., Executive Office of President, Strengthening Social Security for the 21st
Century,
PROBLEMS
FACING
SOCIAL
SECURITY,
White
House
Report,
http://www.whitehouse.gov/infocus/social-security/200501/socialsecurity.pdf (last visited
June 1, 2007) (quoting President Bush's 2005 State of the Union Address).
42. U.S. Dept. of Treasury, Strengthening Social Security Permanently
http://www.strengtheningsocialsecurity.gov/permanently.shtml
(last visited June 1,

2007).
43. Id.
44. Id. The increase in benefit recipients outpaces the number of workers
contributing to the system.
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retirement,4 5 while older workers and retirees are concerned about
reductions in promised benefits.46
Social Security is a pay-as-you-go system. Present payroll taxes are
used to satisfy current, previously promised benefits.4 7 In 2008, the
Baby-Boomer generation will start to retire in force.4 8 Their mass
exodus from the work force will shift the financial standing of the
system. 49 In 2017, it is projected that more money will go out in benefits
than will be collected in taxes. 50 The shortfall will be made up from the
51
Social Security Trust Fund. The Trust Fund was established in 193952
to help ensure that money would be available if benefit payments ever
surpassed Social Security payroll taxes.5 3
Many prospective beneficiaries incorrectly think the money that
they pay into the Social Security system is earmarked for their later
consumption.54 The myth persists, in public minds, that special
individual accounts containing either cash or other investments exist for
each taxpayer.55 This is not the case.
In addition, references to the Social Security Trust Fund seem to
perpetuate the idea of the individual account.57 No individual accounts
exist, nor does the Trust Fund contain cash or other saleable assets.58 In
fact, the Trust Fund is nothing more than IOUs from the federal
45. White House, Fact Sheet: Strengthening Social Security for Today's Younger
(last
Workers, http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/04/20050429-12.html
visited June 1, 2007).
46. Walter Updegrave, Your Greatest Retirement Fear: Can You Count on Social
Security?, MONEY MAG., Feb. 25, 2004, http://money.cnn.com/2002/10/10/retirement/
social_security-abstract/index.htm.
47. Soc. Sec. Admin., The Future of Social Security, http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/
10055.html (last visited Jan. 24, 2007) [hereinafter Future of Social Security].
48. Id.
49. See generally Mariacristina De Nardi et al., Projected U.S. Demographics and
(1999),
available at
2 Rev. Econ. Dynamics 575
Social
Security,
http://marshallinside.usc.edu/simrohoroglu/teaching/605/spring2002/selo22.pdf.
50. Future of Social Security, supra note 47.
51. John, supra note 14.
52. Soc. Sec. Admin., Debunking Some Internet Myths, http://www.ssa.gov/
history/IntemetMyths.html (last visited June 1, 2007) ("President Roosevelt promised
that the money the participants paid would be put into the independent "Trust Fund,"
rather than into the General operating fund, and therefore, would only be used to fund the
Social Security Retirement program, and no other Government program. The idea here is
basically correct. However, this statement is usually joined to a second statement to the
effect that this principle was violated by subsequent Administrations." Id. at Myth 4.).
53. Soc. Sec. Admin., Strategic Plan FY 2006 - FY 2011, http://www.ssa.gov/
strategicplan2006.pdf, 33-34 (last visited July 11, 2007).
54. John, supra note 14.
55. Future of Social Security, supra note 47.
56. Id.
57. John, supra note 14.
58. Id.
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government to workers promising to pay their future retirement
benefits. 59 The surpluses paid into the system to date have been used to
fund other government programs or to reduce the national debt; the funds
are not earmarked for prospective beneficiaries' later consumption.6 °
The Social Security Trust Fund is very different from private
trusts.6' In the private sector, trust funds often invest in real assets such
as stocks, bonds, real estate, or other financial instruments.62 On the
other hand, the Social Security Trust Fund is only allowed to invest in
special-issue U.S. Treasury bonds. 63 These special-issue bonds are
unique because only the SSA may redeem them.64 Therefore, the SSA
may not sell the bonds to the public to raise revenue for benefit
payments.65
The Department of the Treasury's issuance of bonds to the SSA is
akin to lending money to one's self.66 The Social Security surplus is
used to purchase these Treasury bonds.67 The surplus money then goes
into the federal budget to finance everything from aircraft carriers68 to
agency budgets 69 and all other federally-subsidized programs. 70 When it
comes time for the bonds to mature, the government pays them from the
federal budget. 7'
According to the Office of Management and Budget ("OMB"), the
only way Congress will be able to repay the special-issue Social Security
bonds is to increase other taxes, authorize the treasury to borrow more
funds from the public, reduce spending on other programs and use the
savings to redeem the bonds, or reduce Social Security benefits.72
Because none of these options are attractive, it appears that Congress,
through its inaction, would rather leave the issue of insolvency to later
generations to resolve.73
59.
60.

Id.
Id.

61.

CHRISTINE SCOTT, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., SOCIAL SECURITY: THE TRUST FUND,

13 (2005), available at http://fpc.state.gov/documents/organization/5 1264.pdf (last
visited Jan. 22, 2007) [hereinafter CRC Reportfor Congress].
62. Id.
63. Id.
64. John, supra note 14.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67.
68.

CRC Reportfor Congress, supra note 61.
Id.

69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. John, supra note 14.
73. Sam Johnson, Congress Must Stop Siphoning Away the Surplus Money, Op. Ed.
THE HILL,
Oct.
5,
2005,
http://www.thehill.com/thehill/export/TheHill/News/
Frontpage/100505/ss4.html.
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Unfortunately, however, this problem gets more costly every year.
Some estimate the cost of Congress delaying Social Security reform at
$600 billion for each year.75 Many reform plans have been proposed, but
none of the plans have been acted upon.76
B.

Reforming Social Security

The 1994 Advisory Council specifically addressed the program's
long-term financing and found "serious problem[s] in the long run., 77 In
response, the Advisory Council of 1994 offered three reform options for
consideration: a Maintenance of Benefits plan, an Individual Accounts
plan, and a Personal Security Accounts plan.78
The first option suggested is the Maintenance of Benefits plan.79
The proposal seeks to increase income taxes on Social Security benefits,
redirect funds from the Medicare trust to the Social Security trust, cover
all state and local employees under the program, slightly decrease
benefits or increase payroll taxes, and move some of the Trust Fund to
private equities indexed to the broader markets.80
The main advantage of the Maintenance of Benefits plan is that the
money in the Trust Fund may have a higher rate of return, which would
make it possible to maintain current projected benefit levels for all
workers if the return is sufficiently high.8'
The second option is the Individual Accounts plan. 82 This option
creates individual accounts alongside Social Security.83 Some key
provisions of this plan are an increase in payroll taxes to fund personal
accounts with defined investment options, an accelerated increase of the
retirement age to sixty-seven by 2011, a slower growth of benefits for
middle-income and high-income wage earners, lower dependant spouse
benefits, and an increase of taxpayers by adding new hires in state and

74. Id.

75. Id.
76.

See generally id.

77.

Advisory Council Report, FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND STATEMENTS,
http://www.ssa.gov/history/reports/adcouncillreport/findings.htm (last visited June 1,
2007) (an advisory council is commissioned by the SSA to review the Social Security
Trust Fund, the scope of coverage, the benefits given, and all other aspects of the SSA's
management) [hereinafter Advisory Council Report].
78.

Id.

79. Fin. Econ. Roundtable, Statement on Social Security, http://www.stanford.edu/
-wfsharpe/artfer/fer97.htm (last visited June 1, 2007) [hereinafter Statement on Social
Security].
80. Advisory Council Report, supra note 77.

81.
82.
83.

De Nardi et al., supra note 49.
Statement on Social Security, supra note 79.
Id.
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local government to the Social Security program. 84
The main benefit of the Individual Accounts plan is that the income
generated from the individual accounts (which will be from annuities)
coupled with reduced Social Security benefits will equal the benefits
currently scheduled.85
The third option suggested by the 1994 Advisory Council is labeled
the Personal Security Accounts plan. This plan would create larger,
fully-funded individual accounts to replace a portion of the current Social
Security benefits. 86 The key element of this plan is workers directing
five percent of their current payroll taxes to a personal security account,
which would be managed privately and invested in various financial
products. 87 This option establishes a two-tiered benefits plan where the
first strata is a flat retirement payment for full career workers,88 while a
second layer of benefits comes from the fully-funded, individuallyowned Personal Security Accounts. 89
Under this plan, there would be a modification of Social Security to
a flat rate with an acceleration in retirement age similar to the Individual
Accounts plan, a gradual increase in the eligibility for early retirement
benefits from sixty-two to sixty-five, a reduction in benefits for disabled
workers and for spouses who have never worked outside of the home,
and an increase in benefits for many elderly surviving spouses. 90
The advantages of the Personal Security Accounts plan include the
potential for an overall higher benefit payment than currently projected, 9 1
along with the ability to own the assets that accumulate in the Personal
Security Account.9 2 Another benefit of this plan is that the account may

be devised to a worker's beneficiary of choice upon death if it has not
been previously exhausted.93
III. What Are Totalization Agreements?
Totalization agreements are international social security agreements
that coordinate one country's social security program with a comparable
program from another country.9 4 These agreements have two main
84.
85.
86.
87.

Advisory Council Report, supra note 77.
Id.
Id.
Id.

88.

Id.

89. Advisory Council Report, supra note 77.
90. Id.
91. De Nardi et al., supra note 49.
92. Id.
93. Id.
94. Soc. Sec. Admin., Fact Sheet, United States/Mexico Totalization Agmt,
http://www.ssa.gov/pressoffice/factsheets/USandMexico-alt.htm (last visited Oct. 9,
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purposes: first, to eliminate double social security taxation on workers'
income; second, to help workers fill foreign or domestic employment
gaps in order to qualify for social security benefits.95
The United States currently has twenty-one totalization agreements
in place. 96 The most recent agreement the United States entered into is
with Japan. 97 There have been four new agreements since 2000.98
A.

Purposesof Totalization Agreements
1.

Double Taxation

The first of the two main purposes of totalization agreements is to
eliminate double taxation. 99 Double taxation elimination is applicable to
workers of one nationality who work in another country for part of their
careers. 0 0 This concept is illustrated by the following scenario regarding
an American company sending employees to Canada. Without a
totalization agreement, American workers in Canada would be required
to pay the FICA tax on their earnings while working in Canada, in
addition to Canada's applicable social security tax.' 0' The lack of
totalization results in double taxation of the workers' wages.
Totalization occurs because the American worker sent to Canada, under
a totalization agreement, would pay either the social security tax of
02
Canada or the United States, but not both concurrently.1
A totalization agreement is beneficial to both the employer and their
employee because many companies provide a tax equalization
arrangement to expatriated employees. 10 3 The current arrangement
normally guarantees that the employee will not see a change in his or her
after-tax income. 0 4 For example, if a worker earns a salary of $50,000,
2006) [hereinafter Fact Sheet].
95. Id.
96. Payments, supra note 32 (listing countries with a Social Security agreement with
the United States, which include: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea (South), Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and United Kingdom).
97. Thomas St.G. Bissell, Social Security Totalization Developments, BNA TAX
MGMT., http://www.bnatax.com/tn/insights-bissell.htm (last visited Nov. 1, 2006)
(stating this agreement was signed October 1, 2005).
98. Id. (listing countries with new agreements since 2000 as Australia, Chile, Japan,
and South Korea).
99. Fact Sheet, supra note 94.
100. International Agreements, supra note 8.
101. Id.
102. Id. (length of employment in the foreign country determines whether that
country will receive the Social Security tax).
103. Id.
104. Id.
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the employer, under a tax equalization arrangement, could ultimately pay
$50,000 in salary and then another $33,000 in Social Security and
foreign benefit tax. 10 5 The effective tax rate would be 66% of the
employee's salary.' 0 6 In the above scenario, a totalization agreement
would lower the amount the employer will pay in taxes and the savings
could be passed on to the employee.
2.

Avoiding Gaps

The second purpose of totalization is to allow workers to avoid gaps
when trying to qualify for benefits. 10 7 Without a totalization agreement,
when an American worker is sent to a foreign country to work, the
worker may not accumulate the required forty work credits needed to
become vested in the Social Security program.'0 8 In addition, the worker
may not work in the foreign country long enough to qualify for that
country's social security program, some of which require twenty-four
years to become vested.' 0 9 Thus, international assignments could be
potentially harmful to workers who spend a significant portion of their
careers in another country. When these transnational workers retire, they
may not have accumulated the required credits to qualify for full benefits
from any of the countries where they have contributed to social security
programs." 0 Therefore, under a totalization agreement, work performed
in another country would count towards work credits in the United
States, and vice versa."'
It is estimated that U.S. employers and employees currently save
$800 million dollars annually in foreign tax through the existence of
totalization agreements," 12 while the annual savings of foreign employees
Without
and their employers from U.S. tax is only $200 million.'
totalization agreements, U.S. employers and employees working in
foreign countries often pay up to 40% of their payroll in social security
tax. 114 Totalization agreements help reduce the tax burden on employers
105. See International Agreements, supra note 8.
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. Fact Sheet, supra note 94.
109. InternationalAgreements, supra note 8; see also Dinerstein, supra note 10 at 2.
110. InternationalAgreements, supranote 8.
111. Id.
112. Should There be a Social Security Totalization Agreement with Mexico?:
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Immigration, Border Security and Claims of the
Committee of the Judiciary, (2003) available at http://commdocs.house.gov/committees/
judiciary/hju89298.000/hju89298_0.HTM (last visited June 1, 2007) [hereinafter
Judiciary Committee].
113. Id.
114. Id.
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and employees abroad.115
The totalization agreements currently in force are very similar to
each other, and by looking at a select few it may be easier to understand
how the U.S.-Mexico agreement will be implemented.1 16
The
geographical location of the country, type of social security system in
place, or the signing date of the agreement do not seem to affect the
major terms of the agreements." 7 The agreements with Canada, Chile,
and Japan can be used to illustrate how the agreements work and how no
major changes have occurred in the
agreements' terms over time or with
18
different social security systems.'
B.

Agreement Currently in Force with Canada

The United States and Canada signed a totalization agreement on
March 11, 1981."9 For the United States, this agreement covers the
Social Security tax including the Medicare portion of FICA.120 However,
the agreement does not apply to benefits provided by Medicare or the
Supplemental Security Income ("SSI") program. 12 1 For Canada, this
agreement applies to the Old-Age Security ("OAS") program and the
Canada Pension Plan ("CPP"). 122 If an employee is working for an
American employer and is sent to Canada to work for less than five
years, that employee pays the FICA tax to the United States' Social
Security system. 123 However, if an employee is sent to Canada for more
than five years, then that employee would pay taxes to Canada's social
115. InternationalAgreements, supra note 8.
116. See generally id. (providing an overview of totalization agreements currently in
effect). The only major difference in the current agreements is that the first agreement
made with Italy does not include a maximum time allowed in the host country before
taxes are to be paid into the host countries system; therefore, an Italian company may
send an employee to the United States for any length of time and never contribute to the
United States' system for the entire time.
117. Id.; see also Soc. Sec. Admin., Totalization Agreement with Italy, available at
http://wwwssa.gov/international/Agreement-Pamphlets/italy.html (last visited June 1,
2007) (totalization agreement with Italy is slightly different and does not include a time
after which tax payments will be made to the host country).
118. InternationalAgreements, supra note 8.
119. Agreement with Respect to Social Security, U.S.-Can., Mar. 11, 1981, T.I.A.S.
10863 [hereinafter Agreement Between U.S. and Canada].
120. Id.
121. Id. SSI is primarily designed to help aged, blind, and disabled people, who have
little or no income and provides cash to meet basic needs for food, clothing, and shelter.
See generally Soc. Sec. Admin., Supplemental Security Income, available at
http://www.ssa.gov/notices/supplemental-security-income/ (last visited June 1, 2007)
(providing an overview of Supplemental Security Income).
122. Agreement Between U.S. and Canada, supra note 119.
123. Soc.
Sec.
Admin.,
Totalization
Agreement
with
Canada,
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/intemational/AgreementPamphlets/canada.html
(last
visited June 1, 2007) [hereinafter Totalization Agreement with Canada].
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security system. 124 Moreover, if the American was hired in Canada by an
American employer, the American employee would pay the taxes into
the Canadian system. 25 If a Canadian is employed in the United States
by a non-Canadian employer then the worker would pay FICA tax into
would generally pay
the U.S. system. 26 Finally, self-employed persons
1 27
social security taxes in their country of residence.
Benefits are available to a worker who has spent a portion of his or
her career in either Canada or the United States. 12 8 To qualify for
benefits in the United States, an employee is required to work a
minimum of 6-40 work credits, which equals 1.5 to 10 years.' 29 The
number of credits earned from work in the United States will affect the
amount received in benefits.1 30 To receive OAS, a person needs only to
have resided in Canada for ten years.' 3' To receive benefits outside of
Canada, a person must have resided in Canada for at least twenty
years. 32 If a worker does not have enough years of residency to qualify
for OAS, Canada counts every quarter credit earned in the United States
as three months towards the required time needed. 33 No Canadian work
credits are required for this benefit. 34 To receive benefits from the
is required so long as
Canada Pension Plan (CPP) only one work credit
35
the worker has reached the age of sixty-five.
Disability benefits are vested in an American worker after the
136
worker has earned at least six quarters of credit or 1.5 years of work.
A Canadian worker is vested for disability benefits so long as he or she
37
has worked four of the last six years and is under the age of sixty-five.
To receive these benefits from either the United States or Canada, a
worker may use the credits earned from either one38of the countries and
apply them to the other country's benefit program.'

124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
reduced
136.
137.
138.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Totalization Agreement with Canada, supra note 123.
Id.
Agreement Between U.S. and Canada, supra note 119.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Totalization Agreement with Canada, supra note 123.
Id. (Canadian work credit equals one year and the worker could qualify for
benefits at 60).
Id.
Id.
Agreement Between U.S. and Canada, supra note 119.
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C. Agreement Currently in Force with Chile
The agreement currently in force with Chile was signed February
16, 2000.139 The totalization agreement with Chile is similar to the
agreement in place with Canada. 140 The main difference between the
Canadian and Chilean systems is that the Chilean Social Security
program has been privatized. 14 1 The new Chilean pension plan
capitalizes workers' contributions, and is managed by private
companies.142 Chile's privatized pension plan allows for a minimum
pension benefit regardless of what has actually been contributed, so long
143
as the worker has contributed into the system for at least twenty years.
This totalization agreement helps Chileans who may have spent part of
their careers in the United States to qualify for the minimum benefits by
using their credits earned 44
while working in the United States towards the
twenty year requirement. 1
D. Agreement Currently in Force with Japan
The agreement currently in force with Japan was signed on
February 19, 2004.145 This totalization agreement is also similar to the
agreement in place with Canada. 146 Japan requires a full twenty-five
years of coverage to become fully vested in the National Pension ("NP")
and the Employees' Pension Insurance ("EPI"). 147 While the NP
universally covers all residents of Japan, the EPI is an earnings-related
program. 48 Full benefits are available for the NP at age sixty-five while
149
full benefits for the EPI are available at age sixty.
The Unites States' current totalization agreement with Japan allows
for workers from both countries to enjoy not having to pay double-

139. Agreement on Social Security, U.S.-Chile, Feb. 16, 2000, State Dept. No. 03122, H.R. Doc. 106-244 [hereinafter Agreement Between U.S. and Chile].
140. See id.; Agreement Between U.S. and Canada, supra note 119.
141. Agreement Between U.S. and Chile, supra note 139.
142. The Century Foundation, Chile's Experience with Social Security Privatization
A Model for the United States (Mar. 10, 1999), http://www.tcforg/Publications/
RetirementSecurity/chileprivatization.pdf.
143. Agreement Between U.S. and Chile, supra note 139.
144.

Id.

145. Agreement with Respect to Social Security, U.S.-Japan., Feb. 19, 2004, H.R.
Doc. 108-234 [hereinafter Agreement Between U.S. and Japan].
146. See id.; Agreement Between U.S. and Canada, supranote 119.
147.

Soc.
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Admin.,

Totalization

Agreement

with

Japan,

http://www.socialsecurity.gov/intemational/Agreement Pamphlets/japan.html
visited June 1, 2007) [hereinafter Totalization Agreement with Japan].
148.

Id.

149.

Id.
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benefit taxes on wages earned while in the other country, 150 as well as
use the work credits earned in one country to apply for retirement
benefits in their home country.1 5 1
IV. Lack of Totalization Agreement with Mexico
Currently there is no totalization agreement between the United
However, Jo Anne Barnhart, then
States and Mexico in force.
Commissioner of Social Security, signed a totalization agreement with
Dr. Santiago Levy Algazi, Director General of the Mexican Social
agreement has yet to take
Security Institute on June 29, 2004,152 but the 153
effect and has only recently been made public.

Agreement Currently Signed with Mexico

A.

Similar to the agreement with Canada, if an employee is working
for an American employer and is sent to Mexico to work for less then
five years, that employee pays the FICA tax to the United States' Social
Security system.1 54 However, if an employee is sent to Mexico for more
than five years, that employee would pay taxes to Mexico's social
security system. 55 Furthermore, if the American was hired in Mexico by
an American employer, the American employee would pay the taxes into
the Mexican system.156 If a Mexican is employed in the United States by
a non-Mexican employer, the worker would pay FICA tax into the U.S.
system. 151 Self-employed persons58would generally pay social security
taxes in their country of residence. 1
In addition to the coverage provisions listed above, the totalization
agreement with Mexico also provides for portability of Social Security
benefits from the United States to Mexico and vice versa. 159 The
agreement appears to eliminate any restrictions previously in place
150.

Agreement Between U.S. and Japan, supranote 145.

151.
152.
153.

Id.
U.S. and Mexico Sign Agreement, supra note 11.
Dave Eberhart, U.S.-Mexico PactRevealed: Billions to Non-citizens, NEWSMAX,

Jan. 5, 2007, http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/january2007/050107Pact.htm;

Soc.

Sec. Admin., Status of Totalization Agreements, http://www.ssa.gov/international/

status.html (last visited June 1, 2007) (before the agreement will take effect the President
must sign the agreement and present it to Congress, which has 60 days to vote against the
agreement).
154.

Agreement on Social Security, U.S.-Mex., Jun. 29, 2004, available at

http://www.tscl.org/NewContent/TotalizationAgreement.pdf [hereinafter
Between U.S. and Mexico].
155. Id.
156. Id.
157. Id.
158. Id.
159. Agreement Between U.S. and Mexico, supra note 154.
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regarding the portability of such benefits.' 60 An American worker would
be guaranteed equal treatment under the laws of Mexico as a Mexican. 6
Similarly, a Mexican citizen would be guaranteed equal treatment as any
American citizen would under applicable Social Security laws and
regulations.1 62 This equality extends not only to the worker but also to
his or her dependants.' 63 However, the agreement makes164no mention of
credits earned while maintaining illegal immigrant status.
B.

Concerns Over Totalization Agreement with Mexico

Most totalization agreements have been signed with little or no
notice from the public. 165 However, the proposed U.S.-Mexico
agreement has made some concerned citizens' groups furious.'1 66 Senior
citizens and border-protection groups have expressed opposition to this
agreement. 67 A resolution was even introduced in Congress expressing
168
disapproval with the signed totalization agreement with Mexico.
Concerns have been expressed before the House of Representatives'
Subcommittee on Immigration, Border Security, and Claims of the
Judiciary Committee 169 that under the proposed agreement with Mexico,
illegal immigrants would qualify for Social Security Disability Insurance
170
("SSDI") after only being in the United States for eighteen months,
and that the system would be ripe for abuse from Mexican nationals
aided by unscrupulous physicians who could diagnose and treat
illegitimate injuries."'
In addition, senior citizen groups such as "The Seniors
Coalition,"' 172 are concerned that the Trust Fund will not be able to
provide for Mexican nationals who may benefit from the Social Security
160. Id. (agreement, which has been made public, is not a complete document, there
appears to be several sentences or even paragraphs missing).
161. Id.
162. Id.
163. Id.
164. Agreement Between U.S. and Mexico, supra note 154.
165. Jonathan Weisman, U.S. Social Security May Reach To Mexico, WASH. POST,
Dec. 19, 2002, at AO1.
166. See Lou Dobbs Tonight (CNN television broadcast Sept. 22, 2004) (transcript
available at http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0409/22/ldt.00.html).
167. See id.; see also Dobbs, supra note 12.
168. H.R. Res. 50, 109th Cong. (2005).
169. Judiciary Committee, supra note 112 (Joel Mowbray is an investigative
reporter).
170. Id.
171. Id.
172. The
Seniors
Coalition,
http://www.senior.org/Issues/SocialSecurity/
StopPaymentofSSBenefitstolllegalAliens/ (last visited on June 1, 2007); see also U.S.
Newswire, Topix.net, June 29, 2006, available at http://www.topix.net/forum/city/sandiego-ca-pacific-beach/TQD8PQRJIT6MSJI7B.
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system under this agreement. 173 The Retired Enlisted Association
("TREA") Senior Citizens League has recently sent a petition to
to adopt a resolution aimed at
Congress trying to initiate another attempt
74
blocking a U.S.-Mexico agreement.
Another concern raised by critics is that a totalization agreement
with Mexico will promote a policy that encourages Mexican citizens to
immigrate, legally or illegally, to the United States in order to qualify for
SSDI and other benefits. 7 5 Many critics fear that if an agreement is
allowed to take effect, Mexicans will become eligible for Social Security
benefits regardless of their legal status in the United States. 76 This
eligibility could cause an increase in the incidents of fraud against the
Social Security system if Mexicans77 systematically claim disabilities
which may or may not actually exist.1
Another complaint from critics is that once a Mexican national is
vested in the U.S. Social Security system, benefits will be paid to the
worker and his spouse for the remainder of their lives, and because the
current U.S. Social Security system is progressive, benefits are
fear that this
incrementally better for low-wage earners. The critics
17 8
payout will add too great a burden on the Trust Fund.
The fears swirling around the U.S.-Mexico agreement are only
exacerbated by a recent General Accounting Office ("GAO") report that
states the "cost of such an agreement is highly uncertain.', 179 The GAO
report lists several areas of concern in trying to determine the true cost of
an agreement. 180 These areas of concerns include: the SSA's process for
developing the agreement was neither thorough nor well-documented, 18 1
the research of the Mexican Social Security system was too informal to
validate the integrity and compatibility of the Mexican system with the
U.S. system,' 82 and poor data was relied upon by the SSA. 183 This poor
data was used to project the short-term and long-term costs of the

173. Id.
174. TREA Senior Citizens League, http://www.tscl.org/NewContent/102618.asp
(last visited on Nov. 6, 2006).
175. Judiciary Committee, supra note 112 at 23-24.
176. Phyllis Schlafly, Totalization: Sellout of American Workers, Nov. 17, 2004,
http://www.eagleforum.org/column/2004/nov04/04-11-17.html.
177. Judiciary Committee, supra note 112 at 23-24.
178. Id; see also Schlafly, supra note 176; Weisman, supra note 165.
179. U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, SOCIAL SECURITY: PROPOSED TOTALIZATION
AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO PRESENTS UNIQUE CHALLENGES (2003) available at

http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d03993.pdf [hereinafter GAO].
180. Id.
181. Id.
182. Id.
183. Id.
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totalization agreement with Mexico.184 Mexico's social security program
is not as financially beneficial to low wage earners as the United States'
program.185 The Mexican program takes 1,250 weeks of contributions,
or a full twenty-four years, to become vested in the program, and even
then the worker only receives what he or she actually contributed plus
interest. 186 By comparison, the United States fully vests workers after
87
only forty credits, which could be earned in as little as ten years.
Mexican social security is divided into two separate systems: one
for the private sector and another for the public sector.' 88 The Mexican
program for the public sector is in dire straits because the promised
benefit is 100% of the last twelve months of salary upon retirement and
the retirement age in Mexico is fifty-six with a current life expectancy of
seventy-eight. 89 Currently, the ratio of workers per retirees in the public
sector is five-to-one, but this is expected to change to two-to-one by
2020.190
Mexico's private sector's social security program has been
converted from a "defined-benefit" plan to a "defined-contribution" plan
that provides the Mexican government some short-term relief from
bankruptcy.191 A large majority of Mexican workers may opt out and not
contribute anything to their retirement, which
is one of the problems with
92
the Mexican "defined-contribution" plan. 1
1.

Fiscal limpact of a Totalization Agreement with Mexico

93
The impact of a totalization agreement with Mexico is unclear.
According to the Office of the Chief Actuary ("OCACT"), the estimated
cost of the first year of a totalization agreement with Mexico will be
$78 million (in constant 2002 dollars) and will grow to $650 million by
2050.194 The SSA's cost estimate assumes that the initial number of
newly-qualified Mexican beneficiaries would be 50,000, or the number

184. GAO, supra note 179.
185. Dinerstein, supra note 10 at 3.
186. Id.
187. Soc. Sec. Admin., Social Security Credits, (2006), http://www.ssa.gov/retire2/
credits 1.htm (last visited June 1, 2007).
188. Dinerstein, supra note 10.
189. Id. at 5.
190. Id.
191. Id.
192. Id. But cf Jos6 Pifiera, Empowering Workers: The Privatization of Social
Security in Chile, CATO J., Winter 1995-96, http://www.cato.org/pubs/joumal/cj 15n2-31.html. The Mexican private sector plan and the Chilean social security plan are similar
as both are "defined-contribution" plans. However, the Chilean plan is fiscally solvent.
193. GAO, supranote 179.
194. Id.
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of current beneficiaries now living in Mexico, and the number will grow
six fold over time.1 95 This number seems to be rather small in
comparison to the 7.8 million Mexican immigrants estimated to be in the
United States as of 2001.96 A GAO review of other totalization
agreements shows that the actual number of beneficiaries was frequently7
19
underestimated and far exceeded the original actuarial projections.
The possible underestimation of the number of Mexican beneficiaries is
problematic because only a 25% increase in the estimated beneficiaries,
or an additional 13,000 beneficiaries, would have a measurable impact
on the long-range actuarial balance of the Trust Fund. 198
The fiscal impact of the actuarial data being underestimated in the
case of Mexico could be severe. 199 The U.S. Census Bureau projects that
Mexico accounts for around 30% of all immigrants in the United States
or 7,800,000.200 This projection makes Mexico the single largest country
of origin for any immigrant group found in the United States, nearly six
times greater than the next highest country.0 1 Meanwhile, Canadian
immigrants total about 678,000.202
When considering that the SSA estimates only an increase of 50,000
newly-qualified beneficiaries under a Mexican agreement, it is hard to
understand why the SSA did not address the other 7,750,000 Mexican
immigrants currently in the United States.20 3 The SSA projects that the
amount of eligible beneficiaries will increase only six fold by 2050,
which would only amount to 300,000. Again, the SSA does 2not
address
04
the other 7,500,000 Mexican immigrants in the United States.
The OCACT based its initial estimate of 50,000 on the premise that
the number of Mexican immigrants who had worked in the United States
195.

Id.

196.

Steven A. Camarota, Ctr. for Immigr. Studies,
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THE

UNITED

STATES,

IMMIGRATION FROM MEXICO14 (2001), available at

http://www.cis.org/articles/2001/mexico/mexico.pdf.
197. GAO, supra note 179 at 13.
198. Id. at 9.
199. Id. at 9-10.
200. Am. Friends Ser. Comm., Immigrant Rights in the United States, available at
http://www.afsc.org/immigrants-rights/learn/in-us.htm#numbers (last visited June 1,
2007) [hereinafter Immigrant Rights].
201. U.S. Census Bureau, Profile of Foreign born in the United States 12 (2001),
available at http://www.census.gov/prod/2002pubs/p23-206.pdf [hereinafter Census].
With 1.4 million, China has the next highest number of immigrants in the United States.
202. Id. The top ten countries of birth for foreign-born people in the U.S. as of 2000,
from highest to lowest, are Mexico, China, Philippines, India, Cuba, Vietnam, El
Salvador, Korea, Dominican Republic and Canada. See also Immigrant Rights, supra
note 200.
203. GAO, supra note 179.
204. Id. at 9 (300,000 was determined by multiplying the projected 50,000 initially
qualified beneficiaries by 6).
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for enough time to be vested with Social Security benefits equaled the
number of immigrants who worked in the United States between two and
nine years before returning to Mexico.2 °5 In other words, initial new
beneficiaries would be equivalent to the 50,000 recipients currently
receiving benefits in Mexico.20 6
According to the GAO, the OCACT did not determine whether the
50,000 persons currently receiving benefits would serve as a good
measure for the Mexican immigrant population, 20 7 nor did it appear that
the OCACT adjusted its projections for the huge increase of Mexican
immigrants into the United States from 1990 to 2000, or the increase
since 2000.208
2.

Immigration Impact of an Agreement with Mexico

The full impact on Mexican immigration resulting from a
totalization agreement is also unclear. Some critics argue that a
totalization agreement will be one more reason for undocumented
Mexican immigrants to illegally enter the United States.20 9 Meanwhile,
other pro-immigration groups counter this argument by stating that an
agreement would ensure fair treatment for all Mexican workers who have
contributed into the U.S. Social Security system and deserve to receive
retirement benefits just as anyone else who contributes.210 Only time will
tell whether there will be any impact on legal or illegal immigration as a
result of this totalization agreement. 211
Mexico and the United States have divergent interests when it
comes to immigration and migration.212 Mexico desires to send its
citizens north to relieve them from its lack of employment
opportunities.2 13 Meanwhile, the cost to the United States outweighs the

205. Id.
206. Id.
207. Id.
208. Census, supra note 201. The total Mexican immigration population in 1990 was
4.3 million compared to the 7.8 million in 2000, it is estimated that 485,000 new
immigrants have come from Mexico each year since 2000. See Jeffery Passel,
Unauthorized Migrants: Numbers and Characteristics .(2005), available at
http://www.ime.gob.mx/investigaciones/pew/2005/migracion/Unauthorized-Migrantspdf.
209. Dinerstein, supra note 10.
210. See Michael D. Tanner, CATO INSTITUTE, "Totalization" No Threat to Social
Security (2004), availableat http://www.cato.org/pub-display.php?pubid=2547.
211. See e.g., See Beyond the Border, PBS (2002), available at
http://www.pbs.org/itvs/beyondtheborder/story.html (documentary shows immigrants
who come to the United States for a chance to better support themselves and their
families).
212. Camarota, supra note 196.
213. Id.
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benefit derived from an influx of primarily unskilled labor.2 14 Mexican
immigration has dramatically risen over the last thirty years and is
projected to continually rise.21 5 A totalization agreement would solidify
the rights of Mexican workers to receive Social Security benefits for
themselves and for their dependents. 16
The U.S.-Mexico totalization agreement follows the pattern of other
totalization agreements and overrides the Social Security Act. 21 7 The
agreement allows for benefits to be paid to Mexicans who reside in
Mexico.218 This override allows a Mexican citizen to migrate to the
United States, work here for a few years, and earn Social Security
credits. Presumably thereafter, the worker may return to Mexico to work
the remainder of his or her career and apply the credits earned in Mexico
to the U.S. Social Security system. 2 19 This application of credits would
allow the worker to receive benefits for himself and his non-citizen
spouse22 ° who may have never been in the United States.221
A totalization agreement will financially benefit Mexican workers
more than American workers. 2 But, if the employment situation is so
dire in Mexico that its citizenry desires to migrate north without a
totalization agreement, it seems questionable that a totalization
agreement will be the deciding factor in a Mexican national's decision to
migrate. 223 Canada, which has had a totalization agreement with the
United States since 1984, has not seen a dramatic increase of immigrants
to the United States as a result of the totalization agreement.22 4 Some
anti-immigration groups see the signing and implementation of a
totalization agreement as a tempting prize for Mexican nationals causing
an increase in illegal Mexican immigration. 2 5 Only after the enactment
of the agreement will it be clear whether totalization does in fact increase
the flow of Mexican nationals.

214. Id.
215. Id. (Mexican Immigrant population in 1970 was 800,000 and in 2000 it was
nearly 8,000,000).
216. GAO, supra note 179.
217. Agreement Between U.S. and Mexico, supra note 154.
218. Id.
219. GAO, supra note 179.
220. Agreement Between U.S. and Mexico, supra note 154.
221. Schlafly, supra note 176.
222. Dinerstein, supra note 10, at 1.
223. Maruja Lander, Crossing to the "promised land'; Myriad of complex reasons
draw Latinos to America, PRESS AND SUN-BULL., Sept. 14, 2006, available at
http://www.pressconnects.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060914/NEWSO 1/6091303
77&template-themeart&theme=HISPANIC.
224. GAO, supra note 179.
225. Dinerstein, supra note 10.
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C. Reasons to Support a U.S.-Mexico Agreement
An agreement with Mexico may have a negative impact on the
United States, including the disproportionate amount of money expended
by the Social Security system versus the money saved by U.S. citizens
working in Mexico.226 However, an agreement may still be the right step
for the United States.227 Legal Mexican migrants or immigrants should
be allowed to receive benefits for FICA taxes previously paid, regardless
of where they wish to reside in retirement because it would be
inequitable to act otherwise.2 2
While the cost of a U.S.-Mexican agreement could be $78 million in
the first year growing to $650 million by 2050,229 there may be ways to
offset this cost, such as implementing some, of the reform options
previously mentioned. 230 An example of using a reform idea to help fund
the Mexican totalization agreement would be to transfer a portion of the
Trust Fund from Treasury Notes to equities where the surplus would
have the chance of a higher return. 231 Treasury Notes issued in May
2007 were recently auctioned and are currently paying 4.5%.232 If one
billion dollars is used to buy Treasury Notes today, the interest generated
would equal $450 million over ten years.23 3 However, if the same one
billion dollars was invested in an indexed fund for ten years,234 the total
interest earned would equal $1,593,742,460.10.235
The amount of
226. GAO, supra note 179.
227. See Tanner, supra note 210.
228. See id.
229. GAO, supra note 179.
230. Statement on Social Security, supra note 79.
231. See generally id.
232. BUREAU OF PUB. DEBT, DEPT. OF TREASURY, Treasury Security Auction Results
(2007),
available
at
http://www.treasurydirect.gov/RI/OFAuctions?form=
xtended&cusip=912828GS3.
233. The interest in this example was calculated by determining what the annual rate
of return was for the money and then multiplying that amount by ten. Treasury Notes do
not compound the interest earned. The interest earned for this type of investment is paid
semi-annually.
See TreasuryDirect, Treasury Notes:
Rates & Terms,
http://www.treasurydirect.gov/indiv/research/indepth/tnotes/res_tnoterates.htm
(last
visited June 1, 2007).
234. Vangaurd, S&P 500 Index Fund, https://flagship.vanguard.com/VGApp/
hnw/FundsSnapshot?FundId=0040&FundlntExt-INT (last visited June 1, 2007). This
website is used as an example of the average annual return for an S&P 500 Index Fund.
The average annual return for this fund and the average annual return of the S&P 500
Index are similar. Since the inception of the fund in August of 1976, it has had an
average annual return of 12.23%. For the purposes of this calculation, I will assume a
flat 10% average annual rate. The calculation is done using a financial calculator, which
takes into account compounded interest. The interest for this example is compounded
annually and no other money was added to the investment after the initial $1 million, nor
was any money subtracted for management expenses or administrative costs.
235. Moneychimp, Compound Interest Calculator, http://www.moneychimp.com/
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interest that could be earned from an S&P 500 Index fund is staggering
compared to Treasury Notes. This type of Social Security reform could
be helpful in offsetting the cost of an agreement with Mexico. There are
certainly risks when investing in the stock market because past
performance is no guarantee of future earnings.2 36 Notwithstanding the
risks, investing in a balanced portfolio can help mitigate such insecurity.
By allowing a U.S.-Mexican agreement to be implemented, the
United States may still gain other benefits not previously addressed. The
agreement would allow Mexican retirees to return to Mexico without
losing their benefits, which would help alleviate the strain of geriatric
care in the United States.237 The agreement could also help remove
barriers for American retirees to retire to Mexico, which would shift the
burden of health care, an aging population, and other end-of-life issues to
Mexico. The Social Security totalization agreements with Mexico and
Canada, along with NAFTA, are other steps toward creating a North
American Union,238 which may become beneficial to the United States as
the global economy becomes more competitive. Finally, by increasing
the tax base into the Social Security system, the future solvency of the
Trust Fund may be secured. An increase of legal immigrants paying into
the Social Security system would help to improve the worker-to-retiree
ratio.2 39 The improved ratio would help fund the pay-as-you-go
system. 240 This increase in the tax base may help to push back the date
of the Social Security Trust Fund insolvency.24 '
V.

Conclusion

Many of the concerns regarding a totalization agreement with
The agreement may not be
Mexico are genuine and valid.242
immediately fiscally beneficial to the United States or the majority of
American employers or employees. Notwithstanding these concerns,
young Americans now embrace a social belief that one should not get a

calculator/compoundjinterest_calculator.htm (last visited June 1, 2007).
236. See generally GAO, supra note 179; but cf Statement on Social Security, supra
note 79 (stating concerns about investing in the equities market, which include volatility,
investment risk and uncertainty).
237. See generally Christine Tassone Kovner et al., Who Cares For Older Adults?
Workforce Implications of an Aging Society, 21 HEALTH AFF. 78 (2002).
238. See Phyllis Schlafly, CFR's Plan to Integrate the U.S., Mexico and Canada,July
13, 2005, http://www.eagleforum.org/column/2005/ulyO5/05-07-13.html.
239. See Michael Tanner, Social Security: Follow the Math, Cato Institute, Jan. 14,
2005, http://www.socialsecurity.org/pubs/articles/tanner-050114.html.
240. Id.
241. See generally Advisory Council Report, supra note 77.
242. See generally Schlafly, supra note 176.
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reward without working and earning it.24 3 This belief is what requires us
to accept a totalization agreement with Mexico. Mexican immigrants
and migrants who have worked legally in the United States and paid
FICA taxes should benefit from those taxes paid.244
As long as Mexican migrants and immigrants have a legal right to
live and work in the United States, it would be inequitable not to extend
Social Security benefits to all those who have contributed through their
FICA taxes. 245 Illegal migrants and immigrants, however, should not
benefit from using false Social Security numbers, even though they may
also have paid FICA taxes. 246 Thus, a well-drafted agreement would
allow Mexican nationals to receive only credit for work done in the
United States legally.247 Because the totalization agreement makes no
248
mention of credits earned while maintaining illegal immigrant status,
Congress should consider carefully drafting legislation to specifically
address this issue. Specific legislation may help to alleviate some of the
concerns about potential abuses of the Social Security system. The
pending enactment of the U.S.-Mexico totalization agreement 249 may be
an opportune time for Congress to address Social Security reform along
with the need to insure that benefits go to those who have legally earned
the right to them. The government should determine whether allowing
additional migrant and immigrant workers will bolster the Social
250
Security coffers. Hopefully, the U.S.-Mexican totalization agreement
will have positive, long-term benefits for both countries, which could far
outweigh any expressed concerns.

243. See generally JOSEPHSON INST. OF ETHICS, 2002 Report Card on the Ethics of
American Youth, available at http://www.josephsoninstitute.org/Survey2OO2/survey2OO2pressrelease.htm.
244. See generally John, supra note 13.
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246. Judiciary Committee, supra note 112.
247. Id.
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